MEETING PAUL OF TARSUS: TEACHER OF THE NATIONS

Next to Jesus, the Apostle Paul is the most significant figure in the history of Christianity. Fully at home in Jewish, Greek, and Roman environments, Paul felt himself obligated to teach “Greeks and barbarians.” Effectively developing and bringing the Christian message to diverse peoples, he became “the teacher of the nations in faith and truth.” This seminar will explore Saint Paul’s background, activity, thought and legacy. Come discover how this powerful and controversial figure still influences us and much of the world today.

Since 1998, the Center for Catholic Studies has provided the opportunity for faculty to reflect in depth on topics central to the purpose of teaching and learning at Seton Hall. This seminar is open to all administrators and faculty. Faculty participants who write a short response-essay will receive a stipend of $300. These essays will be collected and made available online at http://scholarship.shu.edu/catholic-studies/.

APPLY BY INDICATING YOUR INTEREST TO FRANCIA PETERSON AT FRANCIA.PETERSON@SHU.EDU BY MAY 12th

WITH QUESTIONS EMAIL MSGR. RICHARD LIDDY AT RICHARD.LIDDY@SHU.EDU

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE CENTER FOR CATHOLIC STUDIES AT SETON HALL UNIVERSITY EMAIL: catholicstudies@shu.edu CALL: 973-275-2525 VISIT: www.shu.edu/go/ccs